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Texture identification in crops 
Automatic tasks in agriculture 
One important issue emerging strongly in agriculture is related with the automatization of tasks, where 
the optical sensors play an important role. They provide images that must be conveniently processed. 
The most relevant image processing procedures require the identification of green plants, in our experi-
ments they come from barley and corn crops including weeds, so that some types of action can be carried 
out, including site-specific treatments with chemical products or mechanical manipulations. Also the 
identification of textures belonging to the soil could be useful to know some variables, such as humidity, 
smoothness or any others. Finally, from the point of view of the autonomous robot navigation, where 
the robot is equipped with the imaging system, some times it is convenient to know not only the soil 
information and the plants growing in the soil but also additional information supplied by global refer-
ences based on specific areas. This implies that the images to be processed contain textures of three main 
types to be identified: green plants, soil and sky if any. This paper proposes a new automatic approach 
for segmenting these main textures and also to refine the identification of sub-textures inside the main 
ones. Concerning the green identification, we propose a new approach that exploits the performance of 
existing strategies by combining them. The combination takes into account the relevance of the informa-
tion provided by each strategy based on the intensity variability. This makes an important contribution. 
The combination of thresholding approaches, for segmenting the soil and the sky, makes the second con-
tribution; finally the adjusting of the supervised fuzzy clustering approach for identifying sub-textures 
automatically, makes the third finding. The performance of the method allows to verify its viability for 
automatic tasks in agriculture based on image processing. 
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 
2.2. Problem statement 
The increasing development of robotics equipped with machine 
vision sensors applied to Precision Agriculture (PA) is demanding 
solutions for several problems. The robot navigates and acts over 
a site-specific area of a larger farm (Davies et al., 1998), where 
one important part of the information is supplied by the vision 
system. 
The main issue related with the application of machine vision 
methods is that concerning the image segmentation. Efficient and 
automatic segmentation of vegetation from images of the ground is 
an important step for many applications such as weed detection for 
site-specific treatment (Onyango and Marchant, 2003; Tellaeche et 
al., 2008a,b; Burgos-Artizzu et al., 2009). Also the ground classifi-
cation covers a number of ecologically relevant categories (Luscier 
et al., 2006). 
Normally, the autonomous navigation requires global informa-
tion in the image to fix reference points and the action needs the 
identification of specific and relevant areas. This implies that the 
image segmentation process must deal with the full image globally 
and simultaneously must be able to capture details of a specific area 
for identifying textures of plants and soil. The spectral signatures 
of cereal, corn and weeds are very similar. Moreover, because the 
management is carried out in hostile outdoor environments, sev-
eral factors and adverse conditions are to be considered, such as 
shadows or different spectral signatures for the same type of plants 
depending on the illumination, for example, consider the robot nav-
igating with a view to the sun and then of backs to the sun. Also 
variations in illumination due to climatic conditions could cause 
important changes in the spectral components (Tian and Slaughter, 
1998), consider a day with high density of clouds occluding the sun 
continuously. In this paper, we design a new strategy that can cope 
with this. 
2.2. Revision of methods 
Several strategies have been proposed for segmenting crop 
canopy images, specifically oriented towards green segmentation: 
(1) Visible spectral-index based, including the excess green 
index (ExG, Woebbecke et al., 1995; Ribeiro et al., 2005), the excess 
red index (ExR, Meyer et al, 1998), the colour index of vegetation 
extraction (CIVE, Kataoka et al., 2003), and the excess green minus 
excess red index (ExGR, Neto, 2004). And the vegetative index (VEG) 
described in Hague et al. (2006), which was designed to cope with 
the variability of natural daylight illumination. All these approaches 
need to fix a threshold for final segmentation. 
(2) Specific threshold-based approaches, including dynamic 
thresholding. Generally, these techniques assume a two-class prob-
lem where plants and soil are to be identified. Reid and Searcy 
(1987) estimated a decision function under the assumption that 
the classes follow Gaussian distributions. The Otsu's method (Otsu, 
1979) was also applied considering a bi-class problem (Ling and 
Ruzhitsky, 1996; Shrestha et al., 2004). These algorithms are 
applied to gray images. Gebhardt et al. (2006) applied also thresh-
olding for segmentation transforming the images from RGB to 
gray scale intensity. This algorithm was later improved using 
local homogeneity and morphological operations in Gebhardt and 
Kaühbauch (2007). Kirk et al. (2009) applied a combination of 
greenness and intensity derived from the red and green spectral 
bands and compute an automatic threshold for a two-class problem 
assuming two Gaussian probability density functions associated to 
soil and vegetation respectively; this procedure requires the pre-
vious estimation of an angle to rotate the hypothetical greenness 
axis. Meyer and Camargo-Neto (2008) applied the automatic Otsu's 
thresholding method for binarizing ExG and the normalized dif-
ference index (NDI), where a comparison was established against 
the segmentation obtained from ExGR determining that in this last 
case, a value of zero suffices for the threshold, therefore the Otsu's 
method is not required. 
(3) Learning-based, Meyer et al. (2004) applied unsupervised 
approaches, including fuzzy clustering, for segmenting regions of 
interest from ExR and ExG. Tian and Slaughter (1998) proposed 
the environmentally adaptive segmentation algorithm (EASA) for 
detecting plants through a supervised learning process. Ruiz-Ruiz 
et al. (2009) applied the EASA later under the HSI (hue-saturation-
intensity) color space to deal with the illumination variability. 
Zheng et al. (2009, 2010) used a supervised mean-shift algorithm 
under the assumption that the segmentation of green vegetation 
from a background can be treated as a two-class segmentation 
problem; the class separability was validated through a neural 
network and the Fisher linear discriminant respectively, the color 
spaces used were RGB, LUV and HSI. 
Our problem is the segmentation of images containing bar-
ley and corn crops. Moreover, the vision system is mounted on 
a vehicle, which navigates in the field. Two types of images can 
be obtained: (1) those by focusing the ground and containing 
only both green plants and soil, Fig. 1; (2) those obtained by 
focusing the horizon, which are suitable for navigation purposes 
because of the panoramic perspective provided, they contain three 
main classes, Fig. 2: green vegetation, soil and also part of the 
sky. This last means that bi-class learning-based approaches are 
not suitable in our application. Therefore, we must design our 
automatic strategy to cope with these two types of images and 
also consider that the images could be acquired under differ-
ent illumination conditions. This means that the method should 
be robust enough in images rich in illumination, Fig. 2, where 
the images were captured in a sunny stable day or with poor 
illumination, Fig. 3, where the images were obtained perhaps at 
late afternoon or in a day where the illumination was changing 
continuously. 
Fig. 1. Original image displaying only ground. 
Fig. 2. Original image displaying ground and sky highly illuminated. 
1.3. Motivational research and design of the proposed strategy 
Based on the aforementioned considerations, we revised these 
strategies from our point of view. As reported in Meyer and 
Camargo-Neto (2008) the advantage of using color indices is that 
they accentuate a particular color, which is of interest. The images 
analyzed contain three main dominant spectral signatures, green 
for plants, red for soil and blue for sky; therefore we might think 
to use greenness indices for the first and redness for soil identi-
Fig. 3. Original image displaying ground and sky captured at dusk with poor illu-
mination. 
fication. With such purpose, we selected ExG, CIVE, ExGR and VEG 
for greenness and ExR for redness, because of their apparent good 
results, unlike NDI that identifies a lot of pixels in the sky as green 
ones. The blueness has not been considered in the literature, but 
we proposed a simple translation from redness by changing the red 
spectral component by the blue one. This allows detecting specific 
signatures belonging to the sky with a certain degree of robust-
ness, where the resulting images are called ExB. Inspired on Meyer 
and Camargo-Neto (2008), we also applied an automatic thresh-
olding approach, but instead of using the Otsu's method we apply 
as threshold the mean value of the gray intensity images. This is 
because, in our images, we verified that the threshold obtained 
through the Otsu's method is always greater than the mean and 
in most cases produce infra-segmentation, this means that there 
are pixels belonging to a green textures that are excluded, as we 
will explain later. 
We verified, in the set of images analyzed, that the methods 
based on ExG, CIVE, ExGR and VEG, do not work in the same way; 
depending on the images some of them produce over-segmentation 
(excessive green is extracted) or under-segmentation (little green), 
without any apparent reason, normally not all simultaneously in 
the same sense.This fact motivated the design ofthe proposed auto-
matic combined approach making use ofthe information provided 
by ExG, CIVE, ExGR and VEG. Now the problem is to choose the com-
bination scheme. Because they contain all greenness information 
and it is accentuated on the green spectral band, the plants in the 
images appear with intensity levels greater than the remainder and 
moreover, normally the plants in the image display high contrast 
variability due to different degrees of greenness displayed by crops 
and weeds and also due to the shadows, which vary depending 
on the growth state ofthe plants. There are several techniques that 
can capture this variability such as entropy or uniformity (Gonzalez 
and Woods, 2008), as we will see later both work similarly and the 
uniformity is selected because of its simplicity. Under these con-
siderations we extracted the greenness. The redness was obtained 
directly by the computation of the ExR intensity image. The blue-
ness was also obtained as mentioned before in ExB. The design of 
an appropriate procedure, described in Section 2.3.1 allows us to 
separate the three main textures, i.e. green, sky and soil. 
But still it is possible to improve the segmentation procedure in 
two ways. Considering the pixels classified as green, we applied a 
fuzzy classifier for identifying different types of greenness, proba-
bly coming from different types of plants, such as crop and weeds 
or shadows in the plants. Moreover in some images, mainly com-
ing from corn crops, with low densities of plants there are some of 
them which are identified erroneously as soil because of its spec-
tral components, with domain ofthe red one against the green. This 
does not represent a failure ofthe greenness procedure but it is a 
problem derived from the spectral signature due to the acquisition 
process, including the design ofthe devices. Based on the proposed 
approach, we can still identify some plants which were erroneously 
classified as soil. This was achieved by applying a fuzzy classifier, 
as above. 
In summary the proposed automatic image segmentation 
approach consists ofthe following three main steps, which are later 
described in depth: 
1. Extract the greenness by combining ExG, CIVE, ExGR and VEG 
based on the uniformity ofthe corresponding histograms. 
2. Extract the redness through ExR and also the blueness by apply-
ing the same criterion for the blue band. Identify if the image 
contains sky or only soil and plants. 
3. Classify different types of plants and soil based on a fuzzy clus-
tering approach. 
2. Materials and methods 
2.2. ¡mages 
The images used for this study belongs to two types of crops bar-
ley and corn. The first ones were captured with a Sony DCR PCI 10E 
camera during April 2006 in a 1.7-ha experimental field of barley on 
La Poveda Research Station, Arganda del Rey, Madrid. The second 
ones were acquired with a HPR817 digital in four different days in 
April/May 2007. All acquisitions were spaced by five/six days, i.e. 
they were obtained under different conditions of illumination and 
different growth stages. The digital images were captured under 
perspective projection and stored as 24-bit color images with reso-
lutions of 1152 x 864 pixels and 800 x 600 respectively and saved in 
RGB (Red, Green and Blue) color space in the JPG format. The images 
were processed with the Image Processing Toolbox from Matlab 
R2009a (MathWorks, 2010). A set of 240 images were processed. 
Fig. 1 is an original image belonging to a field of barley (first 
type); only the ground was captured under a high quality in the 
illumination. Figs. 2 and 3 belong to a field of corn (second type), 
where ground and sky textures were captured, but under differ-
ent illumination conditions (high and low contrast respectively); 
Fig. 3 was obtained at dusk, i.e. with poor illumination. These three 
images are representative examples ofthe set of images processed. 
2.2. The automatic segmentation method 
The proposed strategy is based on the following process, accord-
ing to the three main steps introduced in Section 1.3: 
(1) Color space normalization: given an original input image 
in the RGB color space, we applied the following normalization 
scheme, which is usually applied in agronomic image segmenta-
tion (Gée et al., 2008), obtaining the normalized spectral r, g and b 




r = , g = , b = (1) 
R + G + B' * R + G + B' R + G + B y ' 
where R, G and B are the normalized RGB coordinates ranging from 
0 to 1 and are obtained as follows: 
where Rmax = Gmax =6max = 255 for our 24-bit color images. 
(2) Indices computation: they are computed as follows (see ref-
erences above in Section 1.2), 
Excess green : ExG = 2g -r - b (3) 
Excess red: ExR = 1.4r-g (4) 
Excess blue: ExB = 1.4b-g (5) 
Excess green minus excess red: ExGR = ExG-ExR (6) 
Color index of vegetation extraction : 
CIVE = 0.441r - 0.81 lg + 0.385b + 18.78745 (7) 
Vegetative : VEG = —-.— with a set to 0.667 
as in Hague et al. (2006) (8) 
(3) Combination of green indices: the starting points are the 
indices specifically oriented towards the determination of the 
greenness, i.e. ExG, ExGR, CIVE and VEG. The goal is to fuse the four 
images by combining them. To illustrate the fusion procedure, con-
sider Fig. 4(a) and (b) where the greenness corresponding to the 
images ExG and ExGR respectively are displayed. They are obtained 
Fig. 4. Different degrees of greenness from image in Fig. 2 (a) ExC and (b) ExCR. 
by applying Eqs. (3) and (6) to the original image in Fig. 2. As we 
can see, the plants appear with gray levels greater than the remain-
der parts in the image (soil and sky), although both images appear 
to be very similar, they really contain different intensity levels 
among them. Obviously, as the contrast increases, the discrimina-
tion improves. Therefore, the image with the greatest contrast will 
contribute more in the resulting combined image. The contrast con-
cept can be measured based on the gray-level histogram, we have 
two available measures either uniformity or entropy (Gonzalez et 
al., 2004; Gonzalez and Woods, 2008). Uniformity is maximum 
when all gray levels are equal (maximally uniform) and decreases 
from there. Entropy is a measure of randomness or variability, 
which is minimum when all gray levels are equal. Therefore, we 
searched for minimum uniformity and maximum entropy, because 
they provide a high discriminatory power. We verified that both 
measures have a similar behavior in our set of images; therefore, 
we chose the easiest from the computational point of view, i.e. the 
uniformity, which is computed as follows: 
maximum weight is associated to minimum uniformity. 
: ^ P 2 t e ) (9) 
where z is a random variable denoting gray levels and p(z¡) the 
histogram, 1 = 0 ,1 ,2 L - 1, where L is the number of distinct 
gray levels. Because, our original image representation is 8-bits in 
gray level, the maximum value is 2s = 256, i.e. L = 256. Our normal-
ized gray levels values vary in the continuous interval [0,1 ], so we 
divided this interval in 256 sub-intervals labeled as i and assign 
each gray level of the input image to the nearest bounded limit 
of the corresponding subinterval. This is its z¡ value required for 
computing the histogram bin value p(z¡). 
(4) Computing the relevance of green indices: considering that 
minimum uniformity is preferred against maximum, we computed 
the uniformity UGk for each green image, where Q={G¡(\k = ExG, 
ExGR, CIVE, VEG}, firstly the uniformities were normalized in the 
range [0,1], then the complement with respect to the unity was 
computed and finally again normalized in the range [0,1], so we 
obtained the weights wG associated to each green image, where 




(5) Combining the greenness: from the four available images, we 
combined them by applying the following averaged rule, 
G
=Y,WG><Gk ai) 
(6) Image thershoiding: the greenness of the combined image 
G was accentuated with regard to other two spectral bands (R 
and B) and with respect to the images which have been com-
bined. The next goal is to isolate the green parts exploiting this 
improvement. As mentioned in the introduction several threshold-
ing methods were applied for this purpose; because our approach 
is automatic, we look for an automatic thresholding approach, 
where the Otsu's method is a possible candidate which has been 
applied in Meyer and Camargo-Neto (2008). Nevertheless, we veri-
fied that the threshold obtained by Otsu generally tends to produce 
an infra-segmentation because it provides a relative high value in 
the histogram and many pixels are discarded as green ones. We 
verified that in our images it is always over the histogram mean 
value. This is the reason for choosing the mean instead the Otsu 
as threshold for binarization. Fig. 5(a) and (b) displays the bina-
rized images obtained from G by applying the histogram mean and 
the Otsu threshold respectively. Fig. 5(c) displays the differences 
between Fig. 5(a) and (b), where the white pixels correspond to 
green plants extracted with the mean and occluded by Otsu. In the 
images displayed, the values obtained for the thresholds given by 
the mean and Otsu are 0.2496 and 0.2706 respectively over gray 
values ranging in [0,1], i.e. the greatest value of the second with 
respect to the first one makes the occlusion of the green values dis-
played in Fig. 5(c). Therefore, we computed the mean value ofz (the 




Fig. 5. (a) and (b) Images binarized by applying as thresholds the histogram mean and Otsu respectively: (c) differences between (a) and (b) where the white pixels belong 
to green plants occluded in Otsu. 
Fig. 6. (a) ExB image computed through Eq. (5): (b) binary image obtained by applying the mean histogram: (c) binary image obtained by applying the Otsu's approach. 
Fig. 7. (a) ExR image computed through Eq. (4): (b) binary image obtained by applying the mean threshold: (c) differences between binary images given in Figs. 6(c) and 7(b). 
We obtained the binary image Gf, based on the mean, where 
those pixels with its value in G, Eq. (11), greater than the mean are 
labeled as white, i.e. they contain a high degree of greenness. 
(7) Detecting the blueness: from the ExB image obtained through 
Eq. (5), the goal is to achieve its binarization. An important problem 
was identified applying the histogram mean during the extraction 
of the blueness. Indeed, large parts of textures belonging to the 
soil contain a high degree of blueness in spite of the fact that the 
redness should be dominant. This behavior suggests us to apply 
the Otsu's approach so that only those parts with a high degree of 
blueness can be separated retaining the rest which those causing 
the aforementioned problem. But, why we apply Otsu?, the reason 
is that it provides a value higher than the mean, as in the greenness 
extraction, and the sky is now well separated from the blueness 
belonging to the soil. The binary image representing the blueness 
coming from ExB is called B¡,. Fig. 6, clarifies this. Indeed, in (a) 
the ExB image is displayed; (b) and (c) display the binary images 
obtained by applying the mean and Otsu thresholds. As one can see, 
in Fig. 6(b) an important part of soil is labeled as blue what does 
not occur in (c), as expected. This is a common behavior observed 
in the whole set of images analyzed. 
(8) Detecting the redness: given the ExR image obtained from Eq. 
(4), as before, the goal is to achieve their binarization, taking into 
account that it is associated to the textures belonging to the soil. 
Therefore, because the soil is a relevant part in the crop fields, now 
we tried to retain the greatest number, as possible, of pixels that 
are potential candidates as textures in the soil. Therefore, like in the 
greenness case, we applied the mean as the best threshold value for 
binarization obtaining the binary image Rb. Fig. 7(a) displays the 
ExR image and Fig. 7(b) its binary image obtained by applying the 
histogram mean as threshold. 
In summary, for relevant textures such as green plants and soil 
we applied the mean threshold with the goal of retaining the most 
important parts and for blueness we apply the Otsu's thresholding 
approach. 
2.3. Class separation: greenness and redness 
2.3.1. Problem statement 
The next goal is the identification of different classes of green-
ness and also different classes of soil textures. The greenness is 
extracted through Eq. (11) and the green plants are well separated 
by the mean threshold. Nevertheless, they can still be separated in 
sub-classes with the aim of distinguishing different kinds of plants. 
When trying to extract blueness and redness we need to solve the 
problem pointed out before with respect to the presence of blue-
ness in the soil. As we already know, we dealt with two kinds of 
images. One of the types does not contain sky and the other contains 
an important amount of sky. Figs. 1 and 2 are two representative 
types of these images respectively. If we extract blueness by apply-
ing the Otsu's method to the images containing sky this texture 
appears well separated from the remainder (plants and soil), as we 
can see in the example displayed in Fig. 6(c). Also, if we extract 
the greenness for the same type of images by applying the mean 
threshold, the soil is well separated from the remainder textures 
(plants and sky), Fig. 7(b). On the contrary, if blueness and redness 
are extracted in the images without sky, they both are associated to 
pixels belonging to the soil with an important overlapping on this 
kind of pixels. This can be observed in the images of Fig. 8(a) and (b). 
If we compute the difference between the binary images obtained 
from ExB and ExG the result for the images without sky is displayed 
in Fig. 8(c), where we can see that the ratio of white pixels is low as 
compared with the full image. On the contrary, if the images con-
tain sky the difference between the binary images obtained from 
ExB and ExR gives the image displayed in Fig. 7(c), where one can 
see that the ratio between white pixels as compared to the whole 
Fig. 8. Binary images obtained from the original image in Fig. 1: (a) ExB; (b) ExR; (c) difference between the binarized images ExB and ExR. 
Fig. 9. White labels identifying pixels belonging to the soil: (a) for the image in Fig. 1; (b) for the image in Fig. 2. 
image becomes high as compared with the above kind of images. 
Therefore, depending on the type of images the relation between 
blueness and redness differs considerably. This fact was exploited 
to isolate those pixels belonging to the soil independently of the 
type of images, i.e. with and without sky. This contributes to the 
design of the proposed automatic image segmentation procedure. 
Based on this study, we computed the following ratio: 
(13) 
where Nw is the number of pixels with values of +1 or - 1 in the 
image Y obtained as the difference between the binary images 
obtained from Bb and Rb; Nj is the total number of pixels in the 
image. Now, we are ready to isolate the pixels that are considered as 
belonging to the soil by applying the following rule-based decision 
making procedure: 
if r < T\ then 
Sb = Rb A -.Gf, 
else 
Sb = Rb A -.Gf, A -.Bf, 
(14) 
where the symbols A and -• are the logical "and" and "not" opera-
tions over the binary images; Sb is the final binary image containing 
the soil pixels as white labels. The explanation of the rule in Eq. (14) 
is as follows. When r in Eq. (13) is low Nw is also low as compared 
to Nj, this means that there are a lot of pixels coming from the 
blueness that match with redness, all belonging to the soil and the 
image does not contain sky. Therefore, for extracting the redness, 
we only need to exclude from the whole image the greenness. On 
the contrary, if r in Eq. (13) is high Nw is also high and the image 
contains sky, therefore, we now excluded from the whole image 
both greenness and blueness. The final redness is extracted in the 
binary image Sb as white labels representing the pixels belonging 
to the soil. The threshold T\ is easy to fix, indeed because r generally 
tends towards 1 or 0 depending on the type of images, i.e. with and 
without sky respectively, by setting it to the intermediate value of 
0.5 it suffices. Fig. 9(a) and (b) displays those pixels belonging to the 
soil extracted from the original images in Figs. 1 and 2 respectively. 
2.3.2. Classification based on fuzzy clustering 
Meyer et al. (2004) applied fuzzy clustering for plant silhou-
ette identification and the fuzzification is carried out directly to R, 
G, B or ExG and ExR. Unlike the Meyer et al. (2004) approach, we 
have two available main binary images, Gb and Sb representing the 
degrees of greenness and redness respectively. Based on them, we 
extracted two sets of samples from the original image, identified as 
Xc andXs. The first setXG contains samples representing the pixels 
in the original image which have been identified as green pixels in 
Gb andXs contains those pixels representing the soil. Without lost 
of generality, we represented those sets under the generic denomi-
nation X with n training samples, i.e.,X={Xi,X2 x„}eStd, where 
d is the data dimensionality. Each sample vector x,- represents an 
image pixel, where its components are the three RGB spectral com-
ponents of that pixel at the image location (x, y) given by Gb and 
Sb. This means that in our experiments the data dimensionality is 
d = 3. Each sample is to be assigned to a given cluster w,-, where the 
number of possible clusters is c, i.e., j = 1, 2 c. 
The samples inX are to be classified based on the well-known 
fuzzy clustering approach that receives the input training samples 
x¡ and establishes a partition, assuming the number of clusters c 
is known. The process computes for each x¡ at the iteration r, its 
degree of membership in the cluster w,- (¡il) and updates the cluster 
centers v¡ as follows (Zimmermann, 1991): 
li\{t + \) 
fj(t + l) 
1 
^ ( d y M A W r ) ) 2 ^ - 1 ' ' 
ELii^coi 
(15) 
d?. = d2{xl, Vj) is the squared Euclidean distance. The number b is 
called the exponential weight (Bezdek, 1981; Duda et al., 2000), 
b>\. The stopping criterion of the iteration process is achieved 
when /4(t + i)-/4(t) s Vy or a number tmax of iterations 
is reached. 
The method requires the initialization of the cluster centers, so 
that Eq. (15) can be applied at the iteration r= 1. For this purpose, 
we applied the pseudorandom procedure described in Balasko et 
al. (2008): 
(1) Perform a linear transform Y=f[X) of the training sample values 
so that they range in the interval [0,1 ]. 
(2) Initializer = 2DM oR + Dm, where mis the mean vector for the 
transformed training samples values in Yand M = max(abs(Y -
m)), both of size l x d ; D = [ l . . . l l with size c x 1; R is a c x d 
matrix of random numbers in [0,1]; the operation o denotes the 
element by element multiplication. 
(3) Merging process: once the fuzzy clustering process is carried 
out, a partition of the input training samples is obtained, where 
each cluster Wj has associated its centre v¡. Now if two clusters 
are considered close among them, they are fused in a unique 
cluster. The criterion to fuse the clusters is established based 
on the proximity of the centers, so given the two centers i>,- and 
Vj their respective clusters are fused if d{vh Vj) < T2; where d 
is the Euclidean norm and Tj is a threshold set to the 20% of 
the maximum distance possible between the samples in the 
cluster, i.e. Tj = 0.2V3; this value was obtained assuming that 
the spectral pixel values range from (0,0,0) (black) to (1,1,1) 
(white) in the RGB color space and its maximum distance is the 
length of the main diagonal in the cube representing this space. 
When two clusters are fused, we compute its new cluster center 
as the average between all samples belonging to both clusters 
that have been fused. 
Table 1 
Percentage of error averaged over the set of images with ground truth. 
Fig. 10. Ground truth image for greenness from image in Fig. 2. 
3. Results 
The proposed strategy consists of two main processes, namely: 
(a) extraction of greenness, redness and blueness; (b) identification 
of different types of greenness and redness. 
The extraction of greenness was based on a new approach, 
which combines the information provided by the following four 
approaches that also compute greenness separately, i.e. ExG, ExGR, 
CIVE and VEG. Therefore, we tested the performance of the pro-
posed combined approach for greenness against these methods 
separately. This was carried out based on a set of ground-truth 
images which are built as follows: (1) given the original image in 
the RGB color space, we extracted all pixels where the Green com-
ponent is greater than the Red and Blue ones simultaneously at 
least in a 10%. This allows us to obtain an important part of green 
plants, which are labeled as white; (2) also from the original image 
we extracted those parts where the Red and Blue components are 
dominant, i.e. they overpass at least in a value of 10% the other 
two. This allows extracting the Red and Blue parts with a certain 
degree of confidence, being labeled as black; (3) the pixels that still 
were not labeled were manually touched up and labeled according 
to the human expert criterion by comparing them with the origi-
nal image. Fig. 10 displays a ground-truth image obtained from the 
original image given in Fig. 2. 
We used in our experiments 240 original images acquired as 
described in Section 2.1, where 190 are images containing sky and 
the remainder ones, i.e. 50, without sky. About the 10% of each 
group were acquired under poor illumination conditions. We built 
60 ground-truth images from the set containing sky and 15 from the 
set without sky; we built images acquired under different illumina-
tion conditions. We verified that the method behaves similarly for 
both, i.e. for images with low and high lighting conditions, there-
ExG ExGR CIVE VEG COM 
% of error for greenness 11.19 10.71 10.37 18.23 8.31 
fore it is unnecessary a distinction among them when testing the 
proposed method. 
Table 1 displays the percentage of error averaged over the num-
ber of images tested based on the corresponding ground truth for 
ExG, ExGR, CIVE and VEG against our proposed combined approach 
(COM). 
For each image which is combined we obtained four weights 
through Eq. (10), which are applied in Eq. (11) for computing the 
final greenness. The averaged values over the set of the 240 images 
are finally the following: wG&G = 0.25, WGEXCR = 0.30, wGcm = 0.33 
and wGvEG =0.12. As we can see there is a direct relation between 
these averaged weights and the percentage of error displayed in 
Table 1. Based on the weights, we can see that the most relevant 
method is CIVE, where its contribution to the combination was on 
average of 0.33, which is the greatest and simultaneously it gives 
the less percentage of error among the remainder ones, i.e. ExG, 
ExGR and VEG. The less relevant was VEG with 0.12, giving the great-
est percentage of error. In this last case perhaps its behavior could 
be due to the parameter a involved in Eq. (8), although after dif-
ferent experiments, we did not find a clear relation between this 
behavior and its relevance. 
In summary, with respect to the greenness the proposed strat-
egy outperforms the simple ones in terms of percentage of error. 
Moreover it establishes an automatic mechanism of combination. 
Its main drawback is the increase of the computational time, where 
the time for computing the greenness is approximately increased 
in a rate of 1 to 4 because it needs the computation of four indices 
instead of the unique computation required individually. 
The averaged percentage of errors for redness and blueness are 
respectively 10.87 and 10.91 with a similar behaviour to the ExGR 
in greenness and similar among them, this is because ExR and ExB 
are both computed similarly through Eqs. (4) and (5) where only 
the normalized r and b spectral components are interchanged. 
We verified over the set of images analyzed that in average, the 
threshold obtained by Otsu is greater than the one obtained by the 
histogram mean about a 16% and a 12% in the images containing 
sky and without sky respectively. 
Fig. 11(a) and (b) displays the results obtained after applying 
the fuzzy clustering approach to the image in Fig. 2. The number 
of clusters used for this classifier was initially set to c = 3. In (a) 
the results obtained for green plants, where we can see that three 
classes of green plants were distinguished, i.e. no fusion of clusters 
was carried out. Indeed, from the point of view of a human observer 
it is easy to see that there are three classes, where one of the classes 
is associated to a dark green tonality belonging to the trees and 
shades in the furrows. The other two correspond to two different 
Fig. 11. Classification results for the image in Fig. 2: (a) three different classes of green plants: (b) two different classes in the soil. 
Fig. 12. Classification results for the image in Fig. 1: (a) two different classes of green plants; (b) two different classes in the soil. 
tonalities in the plants. On the contrary in Fig. 11 (b) a fusion process 
was carried out and two classes were finally obtained, which allows 
distinguishing two types of textures. 
As before, Fig. 12(a) and (b) displays the results obtained after 
applying the fuzzy classifier to the original image in Fig. 1 with c = 3. 
In (a) the results obtained for green plants, here the decision made 
is the fusion of two clusters, this is because the greenness is very 
homogeneous and only the shades are distinguished as dark plants. 
This will allow to determine the position of the sun based on the 
shades; indeed because the main density of shades are detected in 
the left part of the image, we can infer that the illumination coming 
from the sun arrives by the left part of the image, that perhaps could 
be of interest in subsequent applications. 
In the proposed approach we applied the fuzzy clustering as 
a method for discriminate different green and soil textures once 
they were isolated, this means that the samples for training are sup-
plied automatically without the supervisor intervention. Moreover, 
because the greenness and redness identification is not affected by 
the lighting conditions, the learning does not require samples with 
these differences. This represents the main advantage with respect 
to the general learning strategies such that those referenced in the 
introduction. 
4. Conclusions 
We proposed a new strategy for automatic image segmentation 
from crops of cereal and corn, where the plants and the soil are 
identified. The goal is to improve the performance of some exist-
ing segmentation processes, mainly in the extraction of the green 
parts containing the crops and even the weeds. This was achieved 
by applying a combined strategy based on the information of the 
images through the uniformity. We verified that the combined 
approach obtains better results that the methods used separately. 
The strategy was valid for two types of images, those containing 
sky and those without it. Both were processed with the purpose of 
site specific agriculture treatments. The first ones contain a broad-
est field of view with the purpose of identifying possible structures 
which could be useful during autonomous navigation of a vehicle 
equipped with the imaging system. We also designed a new auto-
matic strategy for discriminating different textures in the part of 
green plants and also in the soil, which are also useful for specific 
site treatments and to recover important information contained in 
the field for future applications and treatments, perhaps during the 
next crop cycles. The method proved its effectiveness under differ-
ent illumination conditions in outdoor environments, with a high 
degree of difficulty. Future improvements could be considered in 
this line trying to minimize the risk of the illumination by apply-
ing techniques such as homomorphic filtering, which is technique 
tested in outdoor environments with a high degree of effective-
ness (Pajares et al., 2005). The proposed method has been tested 
in barley and corn fields, which are crops containing green plants 
and visible soil parts with dominant red tonalities and perhaps sky 
with dominant blueness. Therefore, it can be applied to any type 
of crops with such characteristics being of particular interest the 
fields of cereals such as wheat or rye. 
Perhaps the increase of computational time in the combined 
strategy for computing the greenness with respect to the individual 
methods can be reduced in the future under parallel architectures. 
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